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### Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APIA</td>
<td>Tunisia’s agency for investment promotion in agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APII</td>
<td>Tunisia’s Industrial development agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPEX</td>
<td>Tunisia’s export development Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>Cluster and value chain Reinforcement Initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-time equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPs</td>
<td>Medicinal and Aromatic Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCO</td>
<td>Tunisia’s agency for regional development in the center west</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODNO</td>
<td>Tunisia’s agency for regional development in the North west</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Value Chain Development for Jobs in the Lagging Regions – Let’s Work Program in Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Technical Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>Value Chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBG</td>
<td>World Bank Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

In Tunisia, economic development has been characterized by significant regional imbalances, as coastal regions develop faster and interior regions lag. Together, Tunisia’s North West (NW) and Center West (CW) regions are home to about 47 percent of the poor. Agriculture provides the bulk of employment and income opportunities in these two regions, and income levels remain low. Well-paying jobs and other income opportunities are limited, and overall economic prospects are threatened by unsustainable agricultural and natural resource management practices, as well as by climate change.

The World Bank Group (WBG) aims to support structural change in the Tunisian economy, especially lagging regions, through value chain and cluster development analysis to increase competitiveness as well as employment opportunities. The ultimate objective is to create more and better jobs in small and medium-size enterprises that are competitive in a diversified range of markets. Efforts are therefore not restricted to the largest players but aim to offer fair competition-based opportunities to local actors and smallholders. The analysis is based on the notion that in value chains, as a given product or service moves through the different stages of production, value is added, and jobs are created. Market and institutional failures, however, can constrain the development of value chains as they reduce investments, preclude links, and thereby lessen the potential for job creation.

To that effect, the WBG’s Finance, Competitiveness and Innovation and Social Protection & Jobs Global Practices have partnered to deliver the technical assistance (TA) ‘Value Chain Development for Jobs in the Lagging Regions – Let’s Work Program in Tunisia’ (“Program”). The TA is part of the Let’s Work Program¹ coordinated by the World Bank Group for more and better private-sector jobs in countries such as Tunisia, Mozambique, or Bangladesh.

The TA provided analytical reports on targeted value chains with a jobs lens, built the capacity of core members of the Tunisian “Taskforce for Value Chain and Cluster Development”² (the “Taskforce”), facilitated subsequent WB lending operations, and attracted active interest and support from stakeholders in the donor community. The outputs produced by the TA were shared and used by with clients including the Taskforce and have directly impacted the related lending projects on VCs in lagging regions in Tunisia. They are expected to lead to further follow-up work that incorporate the policy recommendations derived from the TA. In addition to building capacity of the core members of the taskforce, the Program has informed the design of four World Bank investment projects (IPF) in Tunisia³,

---

¹ Let’s Work is a global partnership that unites organizations dedicated to providing effective solutions to the global job crisis by harnessing the potential of the private sector to help create more and better jobs, in a vision that seeks fairness and inclusiveness (see https://letswork.org/).
² The Taskforce is a dedicated team of practitioners hailing for Tunisia’s 6 private sector development and support agencies: Cepex (export promotion agency), APII (industrial development agency), APIA (agency for investment promotion in agriculture), TIA (FDI promotion agency), ODNO (Regional development agency for the north-west of Tunisia), and ODCO (regional development agency for the center-west of Tunisia). It was created by decree in 2018 and is supported by four ongoing WBG financed operations.
³ The Productive Inclusion Opportunities for Young Women and Men Project (P158138); the Irrigated Agriculture Intensification Project (P160245); the Integrated Landscape Management Project in the Lagging Regions of Tunisia (P151030), and the Tunisia Third Export Development Project (P132381).
which are now partnering in financing the taskforce’s operational costs as well as the implementation of the investment plans it will elaborate to unleash the potential of 15 targeted chains. In fact, the operational work on the VCs became a natural extension of the work covered under this TA (in addition to other complementary WB funded TAs). Last, client and donor community members have been regularly informed throughout the TA and started or expanded their own value chain activities during the project implementation period (e.g. Swiss SECO, GIZ, EU).

This report briefly describes the approach adopted by the technical assistance in Tunisia before presenting key findings from the effort. The next sections cover the program’s objectives and rationale for the TA, findings from the survey and strategic market segmentation activities, and concludes with a reflection of project achievements and lessons learnt from the piloting of the analytical and operational tools deployed in this project. Figure 1 provides a schematic of the program design and its key features.

Figure 1: Let’s Work Program in Tunisia- Program Design and Key Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Tools / main target actors</th>
<th>Outcomes / deliverables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1: VC development training program</td>
<td>Phase 2: Jobs in VC survey implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training on value chains and cluster development&lt;br&gt;o 5 learning modules over 8 months&lt;br&gt;o Hands on exercises focused on applying learnings on selected value chains</td>
<td>• Survey instrument preparation&lt;br&gt;• Survey implementation&lt;br&gt;o Collect quantitative information about jobs, production, prospects, and challenges of selected VCs&lt;br&gt;• Conduct FGDs and interviews to collect qualitative information</td>
<td>• Reports detailing status quo of operations and jobs of assessed VCs&lt;br&gt;• Selection of VCs targeted for training and survey analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cluster and VC reinforcement initiatives building on analytical toolkits tested in the private sector&lt;br&gt;• Targeted Tunisia taskforce (civil servants)</td>
<td>• Jobs in VC survey instrument&lt;br&gt;• KI-Coder to analyze qualitative information&lt;br&gt;• Targeted at informal and formal businesses in the VC (incl. farms)</td>
<td>• Intermediate reports on opportunities for growth in 2 pilot VCs&lt;br&gt;• Selection of VCs targeted for training and survey analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives and rationale of the technical assistance project

The objective of this assistance was to pilot new approaches centered around the development of high potential value chains and better job creation. Aligning with the focus of WB operations under preparation at the time, the project targets pilot value chains that could provide opportunities to poor or vulnerable groups, including women and youth in selected lagging regions. Particularly, the project tests two tools to help inform value chain development policies: i) cluster and value chain reinforcement initiatives (CRIIs), which build on a rich analytical toolbox well tested in the private sector (including M.

---

4 Such potential can be found in any sector or subsector. In the case of this TA, the team and counterparts focused on value chains in agribusiness (olive oil, Medicinal plants and tomatoes), illustrating how such high potential can be identified for any of the products in a given region.
Porter’s cluster “competitiveness diamond,” the related “five forces”, or “strategic market segmentation”); and ii) value chain and job focused surveys, with related benchmarking against similar value chains in comparator economies. These piloted tools were meant to simultaneously inform World Bank lending operations under preparation at the time, while also building capacity among counterparts to leverage these tools during the implementation of these operations.

The VCs chosen for the training and/or survey were identified in consultation with the counterparts in the Government of Tunisia and are linked to WBG financed operations currently under implementation. The capacity building program was first to be implemented so that the empirical work (VC and Jobs survey design and implementation) would become a natural follow up activity. Starting with this component ensured that beneficiary agencies and counterparts understood, both, what VC analysis with a Jobs lens entails, and the development work that can be done on targeted VCs. In addition, it ensured that the WB does not lead sector selection and sector development in countries which it supports; instead, it takes-on pilot cases, and provides support to governments in response to their choices and objectives.

Project design and implementation

The TA was implemented over two main phases from FY16-19. The TA started with an inception phase focused on the preparation of the training and survey work. The first main component provided comprehensive capacity building on VC and cluster development for Tunisia’s relevant civil servants\(^5\), and delivered intermediate reports on opportunities for growth in three pilot value chains (to inform the design and substance of WBG financed lending operation under preparation at the time, such as the Integrated Landscape Management Project in Tunisia’s lagging regions - P151030). These were: Olive oil (OO) and Medicinal and Aromatic Plants (MAPs)\(^6\) in the North-West region of Tunisia; and Tomatoes in Center West region of Tunisia\(^7\). A combination of all components (strategic market segmentation and survey-based empirical analysis) revealed promising potential for growth and jobs in the Olive Oil and Medicinal and Aromatic Plants (MAPs). The second component involved the implementation of a jobs in value chains survey and involved mapping two value chains with a selected survey firm and conducting both a quantitative and qualitative survey/interviews per value chain.

- The “Value Chain Development training program” was conducted by the World Bank in Tunis from April 5th, 2016 until November 14\(^{th}\) 2016. The program comprised five in-class training weeks (5 learning modules) spread over an eight-month period. The training was accompanied by hands-on exercises for the participants over the training period. Participants were organized into teams focused on a given value chain, enabling the trainees to apply the coursework on a practical case, relevant to the regions of focus. The tutors of the course (with some support by consultants) were then asked to extend and deepen the value chain diagnostic produced by trainees (particularly the strategic market segmentation) with their own experience and analysis. The tutors then provided reports on three of the value chains used as exercise material during the training. The choice of VCs was made to align with the focus of operations under preparation (to

\(^5\) The training was rooted in the CRI technical and methodological approach, often used by the Bank’s global units when providing support on this area of development.

\(^6\) The strategic market segmentation was conducted only on rosemary given the high diversity of plant species in Tunisia’s MAPs sector.

\(^7\) Only a strategic market segmentation, without the jobs survey, was conducted for Tomatoes.
be informative to the government in a timely fashion). Recommendations built on a rapid strategic market segmentation and identified policy actions that could make targeted value chains more competitive, creating better jobs.

- The “Jobs in Value Chains Survey” was used to collect quantitative data about the distribution of jobs across firms, production functions, and the main constraints to job creation in two of the three value chains targeted in the first component (the two that were most relevant to the north-west lagging region of focus). It was complemented by qualitative information collected through interviews and focus group discussions across actors in the targeted value chains. Data was collected between October 2017 and January 2018. The principal target population included formal and informal businesses including farms along the different nodes of the respective value chains. VC performance in the region was benchmarked to examples from other, leading countries in the same sector to determine potential productivity gaps and improvements areas for the sector’s global competitiveness in order to lead to more and better jobs.

The survey aimed at better understanding existing value chains and their challenges to inform policies in support job creation (in complement to the training program and its CRI approach). A particular focus of the tasks was integrating microenterprises into competitive value chains. The survey instrument was structured in four modules: (i) customers and markets, (ii) production structure, (iii) supply chain, as well as (iv) workforce and skills.

- **Customers and markets**: Identified how the market is structured in order to understand how changes among certain actors of the value chain are likely to impact others.
- **Production structure**: Identified the production structure of the firm, including the relative use of labor, capital, and other inputs and the relationship between outputs/production and labor use.
- **Supply chain relationships**: Identifies the supply chain links and the opportunities and barriers to deepening local links which is critical for understanding the multiplier effect in the value chain.
- **Workforce and skills**: Identified the structure of the current workforce of relevant or typical firms at each stage of the value chain and the barriers to expanding the workforce.
Findings from survey and strategic market segmentation on pilot value chains

Taking a step back and looking at the findings of the two separate activities, the team finds high informality with low quality jobs throughout both VCs, which would require qualitative changes in these VCs in order to contribute more significantly to quality-job creation (reducing informality). That said, all analyzed VCs show high potential for growth which, if well leveraged, could lead to more and better jobs. Below are some of the combined highlights (survey and strategic market segmentation) of findings in each of the sectors analyzed. It should be recalled that the value chain and jobs survey analysis focused on the shedding insights on the status quo based on actors in the value chains whereas the strategic market segmentation focused on potential future market opportunities (an outside-in assessment). The lessons learnt in the subsequent section shares a reflection on how these two can be brought closer together in future projects.

Olive oil

The olive oil VC in Tunisia suffers from productivity constraints translating into low yields despite high input usage relative to peers (e.g. percent of utilized land for current output). Tunisia is the fifth main exporter and accounts for 5 percent of the world’s total olive oil exports. However, Tunisia seems to experience some inefficiencies in its olive production practices with low yields in tonnes olives per hectare (0.8 vs. 2.5-3 of Italy, Spain and Greece). Also, it the ratio of percent olive oil production of agricultural output to percent utilized agricultural land is lower in Tunisia (~0.2) than in Spain and Greece (~0.6 each) and Italy (~0.4). Though this is a challenge for more bulk olive oil focus, the current production characteristics might be favorable to more organic and gourmet olive oil production as they are more environmentally sustainable compared to high-input high-yielding irrigated new farms. Irrespective of whether Tunisia continues with current bulk olive oil exports or emphasizes organic and gourmet olive oil exports, it still needs to address other constraints such as quality bottling, packaging, and service at high standards - logistics – which affect consistency of production levels.

The NW region is a key contributor to the OO VC in Tunisia. It represents 41 percent of Tunisia’s production of organic virgin olive oil and extra-virgin olive oil, with a total average production of 90,000 metric tons per year. Cultivation of olive trees account for 80 percent of total area devoted to tree crop plantations. Tunisia produces, among others, two autochthonous olive varieties, Chétoui and Chemali, and its olive oil tends to be favored by export markets because of its high quality and organic nature. 40 percent of Tunisia’s total olive growing areas are organic olive-growing, covering 125,000 hectares, the

---

8 On the survey analysis’ value addition when discussing findings that may appear established in their general formulation: This TA identifies among others the structure and jobs related characteristics of the VCs chosen and provides numbers and empirically validates common perceptions about the VCs under investigation to better inform policy recommendations. Typical constraints, such as the often cited ‘need for finance’, are ranking top as they are often mentioned by respondents across different nodes of the VC. At the same time, the survey work allows to shed more light on such common perceptions to enable a deeper understanding. For example, regarding the financial constraint, the analysis identifies that in the case of MAPs, land access is the seemingly underlying problem as smaller sized players find it more difficult to secure land for harvesting given that the current land auction mechanism favors bigger players. Respondents see their growth as the solution and, consequently, the financial resources needed for growth as their main constraint. However, the auction mechanism appears to be the more immediate and underlying constraint for MAPs production when combining the quantitative and qualitative (focus groups, interviews) survey results.
third largest in the world. More than 70 percent of the production is of extra virgin quality, especially within the first month of the life of the oil.

The survey revealed that the OO VC has over 215,000 jobs in the NW region, the bulk of which is in agriculture. However, most work is temporary, low-skilled and has low access to benefits, especially social protection. Very few full-time trained employees are hired throughout all the nodes (highest share in manufacturing at ~50 percent). Across the VC, employment is characterized by low levels of education and work experience, based on the profile of new hires in the last 3 years (over 70 percent of workers across all nodes have primary education or less). Women ownership of operations is highest in the manufacturing node (albeit only ~8 percent) and in terms of employment, women are most represented in the distribution node. Youth feature among permanent workers throughout the nodes, ranging between 15 and 20 percent in agriculture to distribution. Monthly wages of full-time general employees are similar between firms in the three nodes, ranging at ~TND 1,000-1,500 and highest in agriculture. With respect to gender, women tend to be paid less than men for performing similar work; TND 12-15 per day compared to TND 20-25 per day for men. Workers receive in-kind benefits but often lack access to social protection benefits associated with formal employment (e.g. healthcare). Of labor constraints, cost of wages (though low) are considered the main labor-related issue facing firms.

The survey also revealed the relative importance of investments in capital over labor for output growth. Based on the hypothetical case of doubling output, the survey asked respondents about their hypothetical investments in capital and labor (permanent general labor and trained labor). The reported elasticities throughout the agriculture, manufacturing, and distribution nodes are suggestive of a production function with diminishing returns to scale. Further, the relationship of the production factor elasticities measured as the ratio growth multiples, provides insights into the dynamics or capital and labor to achieve output growth. Across the value chain, for both general and trained permanent labor, output growth in the olive

---

9 This captures the ratio of labor multiples to capital multiples given a doubling of output. If the relative input multiple range is (0,1) then output growth in the value chain requires relatively more capital; however, if it is >1 it requires relatively more labor. These ratios enable a joint interpretation of the capital and labor related elasticities derived from separate question modules of the survey. For labor, the elasticity questions only focused on increases in permanent labor (trained or general), not temporary or household labor.
oil VC requires relatively more capital except for general labor in the agriculture node where respondents stated the need for relatively more labor for doubling outputs (Table 1).

Table 1: Input growth multiples and their ratio in the OO VC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effective increase (input growth multiples)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor - permanent (general)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor - permanent (trained)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ratio of labor-capital multiples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent (general) : capital</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent (trained) : capital</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the strategic market segmentation and benchmarking analysis reveal that, given the NW regions’ competitive advantages, strong potential growth prospects would benefit from upgrading and repositioning olive oil exports on the highest-end quality segments of the global OO market (i.e. Gourmet and premium olive oil). Upgrading focuses on adding value by moving to bottled exports in the current markets (and any potential new emerging extra-virgin olive oil importers). Repositioning focuses on emerging and growing premium and gourmet olive oil importers. Given the specialized skills required when producing for these market segments, the potential jobs that could be created would likely be of better quality. That is, higher paid with a higher share of permanent positions, implying greater access to benefits as was seen in the jobs profile of the VC analysis.

To increase the likelihood of success for this opportunity, Tunisia’s NW region will have to address current inefficiencies and constraints to production. Most significantly, based on both the survey and strategic market segment analysis, constraints to accessing finance and markets, challenges in transportation and logistics; and packaging inefficiencies and quality of bottles currently available in Tunisia. These are critical, especially for a potential focus on expanding and diversifying olive oil exports.

A stronger focus on gourmet and high-value bottled exports would need to be accompanied by the following policy actions:

- a) improved legal and institutional framework to enhance market access;
- b) implementation of a market development strategy for gourmet olive oil products, and promotion of quality brands of olive oils of Tunisian origin;
- c) improved VC logistics – from the harvest to oil mills – to ensure the quality of the oil;
- d) development of agricultural production technologies and improved olive yields per hectare;

10 At the time of publication of this report, the Taskforce for Value Chain and Cluster Development of Tunisia (the Taskforce), had i) facilitated a structured public private dialogue with the olive oil producers in the northwest of Tunisian based on similar analytics than the ones taught in the training (including strategic segmentation), ii) prepared a detailed list of needed policy reforms - as recommended by point “a” below - compiled in a ‘white paper for reforms”, iii) elaborated a strategy for gourmet olive oil - as recommended in point “b” below - and started engaging stakeholders to promote these; and iv) prepared a detailed action plan to implement the strategy, including detailed proposals on line items “c”, “d”, “e” and “f” below. These actions are expected to be implemented by at least two World Bank financed investment projects in Tunisia.
e) development of export promotion and strengthening the coordination between support organizations;
f) introduction of financial products accessible to the various actors; and
g) improvement of applied economic research.

Ultimately, what will matter is the perceived quality of Tunisia’s olive oil exports from consumers. The above list of policy measures is necessary to achieve a quality standard well above minimum standards used by the ONH and IOC; and maintain it over the required minimum 12 months of shelf life.

Medicinal and Aromatic Plants

The analysis has revealed potential for growth in the MAPs VC in the NW region. MAPs are increasingly appreciated worldwide showing great promise with increases in prices driven by demand growing faster than supply over the last decade and a half. Exports totaled USD 3.07 billion in 2016 and rose to USD 3.12 billion in 2017. An estimated 3,000 species of MAPs are traded worldwide to produce pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, cosmetics, natural health products, personal care products, and flavorings. Production and trade can be analyzed by splitting MAPs into three categories: essential oils, medicinal plants, and condiments with all three being produced from wild and cultivated MAPs. In 2018, India (top MAP exporter, USD ~859 mn), the United States (largest importer of essential oils, ~USD 1.38 billion) and China (leader in medicinal plan exports, USD ~822 million) are some of the major countries in the sector. Tunisia does not feature in the list of the top 10 MAPs exporter countries (aggregated categories) but is the third largest supplier of rosemary in the United States and has price competitiveness across both conventional rosemary essential oils and organic rosemary essential oil.

The current institutional frameworks pose a high risk on the sector’s environmental sustainability. Wild MAPs constitute 90 percent of the entire production. This poses a high environmental sustainability risk as, in forests, there are generally no tracking systems or feasible controls to avoid overharvesting, habitat loss, or illegal trade. The inadequate implementation of the regulatory framework to preserve wild MAPs represent a serious obstacle for sustainable development of the sector. Further, the current legal framework for forest exploitation is unable to avoid overharvesting or unskillful harvesting.

There are around 2,000 MAP species in Tunisia with potential for natural ingredients, essential oils and aromas for cosmetics, food or para-pharmaceutical products. The MAPs sector accounts for about 0.8 percent of the total agricultural production and about 1 percent of exports, providing 0.9 percent of the total days of work in the agriculture sector. Based on the survey, 5 main MAPs are top grown by farms: rosemary (~60 percent of farms), thyme (~50 percent of farms), mint, myrtle, and mastic (~20 percent of farms). These are largely (~58 percent of farms) passed on in the form of dried flowers/leaves to the manufacturing node. Manufacturers sell five types of MAPs-based products of which essential oils (~45 percent of firms) and soaps and cosmetics (~42 percent of firms) are the ones which most manufacturers sell.

In Tunisia, the MAPs sector is characterized by a large number of small actors in predominantly informal work arrangements upstream (producers, collectors) and more structured organization downstream (operators, wholesalers). MAPs companies are mainly export-oriented although there is an increasing interest in MAPs in the domestic market as well. The survey revealed that all nodes of the MAPs VC are profitable with manufacturing returning the highest profits (TND ~390,000, 37 and 25 times more than
agriculture and distribution, respectively), sales and profit margin (78 percent compared to 50 percent each for distribution and agriculture).

The estimated total number of full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs in the NW region’s MAPs VC is ~4,210, the bulk of which is in manufacturing. Most labor in agriculture is temporary which results in a relatively lower FTE number compared to manufacturing that holds the highest share of permanent employees (45 percent across trained and general employees). On average, for each firm/establishment across the nodes, household labor account for most of the employment (90 percent in agriculture, 79 percent in distribution, and 36 percent manufacturing). By far, full-time equivalent (FTE) and permanent jobs are most common in the manufacturing node (45 percent across trained and general) while only 13 percent in distribution and 2 percent in agriculture (where there were no skilled permanent employees recorded). With respect to quality of labor and jobs, based on new hires in the last 3 years, while agriculture and distribution node firms on average have a higher number of unskilled or lowly educated workers, the manufacturing node has a fairer mix of skilled/unskilled and highly/lowly educated workers. Monthly wages of permanent employees are similar between firms in the three nodes, ranging between TND 450 to TND 600. The highest wages can be found in manufacturing. With respect to gender, women tend to have lower job stability and are mostly employed in temporary and seasonal roles esp. in agriculture. Women are also paid less than men, even when doing more work. Women ownership is highest in the manufacturing node and in terms of employment, women are also most represented in the manufacturing node. Only the distribution and manufacturing nodes have youth representation in permanent jobs and youth account for 15-20 percent of permanent workers. The cost of wages is the main labor-related obstacle firms face, especially in the agriculture and distribution node. In manufacturing, workers lacking skills is the main issue.

*Figure 4: Workforce type - MAPs*
Actors were optimistic about the potential to increase current production from existing resources (e.g. land), particularly for the manufacturing and distribution nodes. In agriculture, most respondents stated that they could double production. However, based on responses on the elasticities of capital relative to labor when doubling production, most actors see a stronger need to invest into capital rather than permanent or trained labor. Between general and trained labor, there tends to be a higher increase in general labor for every additional increase in capital spend in the agriculture and manufacturing node; however, for the distribution node there tends to be a higher increase in trained labor for every additional increase in capital spend. For general labor, the ratio of labor-capital multiples is about the same in the distribution and manufacturing node suggesting general labor to capital inputs will grow at similar proportions across these nodes. Surprisingly, in the MAPs VC, the node that generally requires more capital for growth compared to labor is the agriculture node (lowest ratio across both general and trained than other nodes), especially with respect to trained labor (Table 1).

Table 2: Input growth multiples and their ratio in the MAPs VC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effective increase (input growth multiples)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor - permanent (general)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor - permanent (trained)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ratio of labor-capital multiples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent (general) : capital</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent (trained) : capital</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To seize their growth potential, the NW MAPs sector would need to first address the current constraints to production. The most prevalent constraint is access to finance (an important constraint given the

---

This captures the ratio of labor multiple to capital multiple given a doubling of output. If the relative input multiple range is $(0,1)$ then output growth in the value chain requires relatively more capital; however, if it is $>1$ it requires relatively more labor. These ratios enable a joint interpretation of the capital and labor related elasticities derived from separate question modules of the survey. For labor, the elasticity questions only focused on increases in permanent labor (trained or general) not temporary or household.
capital-intensive nature of growth) while access to land, electricity (costs and quality), and access to markets/licensing and permits featured as secondary constraints for the agriculture, manufacturing, and distribution nodes respectively. Qualitative interviews revealed different, though related, challenges such as low product quality due to lack of skills, access to water, lack of sector organization, and access to resources/land management.

As the MAPs sector includes a diversity of plants (> 2000 as earlier indicated), the strategic market segmentation focused on rosemary as 80 percent of forest cover is rosemary and myrtle and most farms have rosemary, to illustrate potential market opportunities when disaggregating the MAPs products. Training participants determined that to shift from an industry that supplies simple commodities to one that supplies higher value-added product lines would help address the pressure exerted on the existing aquifers of rosemary, and the strong demand of the international markets. It was determined that (a) fresh rosemary for gastronomy, (b) fresh rosemary as a functional food and natural health product, and (c) the natural extract of rosemary as a functional food and natural health product are segments in which Tunisian products could develop the most competitive advantage.

To pursue such a growth path with the needed respect for environmental constraints, Tunisia will need to combine the i) optimization of harvesting spontaneous plants, ii) the introduction of domestication of traditionally spontaneous species, and iii) the development of the rosemary crop in certified organic areas. In this context six strategic areas of policy action were identified to achieve sustainable growth objectives:

- (a) reform of the forests code
- (b) domestication of spontaneous MAPs and planting of cultivated MAPs
- (c) better access to strategic markets
- (d) processing and innovation
- (e) coordination of producers and collaboration with industries, and
- (f) improved access to financing

**Tomato**

While Tunisia has traditionally focused most of its production on double concentrate tomato (DCT), a market-orientation shift would help sustain its competitiveness. Tunisia holds 0,7 percent of tomatoes world production. In 2017, the country was the 16th largest producer of tomatoes in the world (with 1,28 million metric tons of production) and second in the Middle East and North Africa region, after the Arab Republic of Egypt (7,29 million metric tons). Tunisia uses 75 percent of its production for processed tomato DCT in comparison with the 30 percent worldwide. Exports of Tunisian DCT have fallen during the past decade (60 percent), and more drastically since 2010 (75 percent). Traditionally targeted markets (Algeria and Libya) have reduced their imports from Tunisia, and DCT prices on the international market have been declining because of the entry of China and India as major producers. Consequently, the

---

12 At the time of publication of this project, critical aspects of this reform, such as organized community access to this resource, was being piloted with the support of the Tunisia Integrated Landscape Management Project, a WB financed project to which this technical assistance is associated.

13 The analysis on the tomato VC in Tunisia is solely focusing on findings from the strategic market segmentation work under the TA as no VC and Jobs survey was conducted on tomatoes.
strategic market segmentation found that a market-oriented shift might be necessary to sustain the competitiveness of the Tunisian tomato industry.

**The exercised focused on Kairouan and Sidi Bouzid governorates account for almost 30 percent of Tunisian tomato production.** The region is home to 33 percent of the processing capacity of tomatoes—four canning plants—DCT and dried tomatoes (GICA 2010). The area devoted to seasonal tomatoes is 4,500 hectares (around 16% share of the overall area devoted in Tunisia), with yields well above the Tunisian average: between 70 and 75 metric tons per hectare. In the cluster, more than 3,000 farmers live from the production of tomatoes.

**Within these governorates, it was concluded that the most attractive segment is fresh tomato for demanding consumers in export markets.** In this market segment, largely concentrated in Western Europe but also covering Russia, consumers and buyers are more demanding in terms of quality, freshness, and flavor of the fruits. A differentiated and more complex production process requires more selection and upstream research, quality control, and very efficient logistics. To succeed in this international market, fresh tomatoes must meet precise and very different consumption needs including taste and authenticity, freshness and look, differentiated packaging, and traceability.

**To increase competitiveness in this segment and focus on markets that demand higher value addition, the exercise recommended the following policy actions:**

a) improve supply logistics (cold chain) services to allow better access to markets for small holders and producers;

b) support investment in off-season tomato production for export, in lieu of low value-added production (maintaining or even reducing total water use);

c) support related tomato production technologies

d) create a research program on tomato varieties with capacity building for farmers, technicians, and engineers;

e) support investments in packaging; and

f) elaborate and implement a strategy to promote and connect the fruit and vegetable distribution platforms in Europe.

**Conclusions**

The Program has achieved its objectives over the reporting period. It directly contributed to establishing an inter-ministerial Taskforce for value chain and cluster development in Tunisia that adopts the CRI approach. Its most immediate and direct contribution to the effectiveness of the Taskforce was by imparting hard and soft skills: 27 civil servants were trained by this TA among whom 11 were evaluated as “ready to conduct value chain analysis and development work” by the end of the training program; 6 of these worked as the core members of the Taskforce. More broadly, the training program enabled participants from different institutions to better understand value chains using a jobs lens and identify potential synergies for future inter-governmental collaboration. A follow up activity to this TA is currently being implemented by a WB/IFC project that trains the next generation of recruits of the Taskforce with the same training material from this TA. The TA has also informed the ongoing WBG-financed operations supporting the Taskforce, and the Taskforce’s own analytics and efforts to reinforce the competitiveness and job-creation potential of Olive Oil (e.g. gourmet olive oil), Medicinal and Aromatic (fresh rosemary for gastronomy), and Tomato (fresh for demanding customers) value chains.
Lessons learnt from the TA. One key takeaway was that robust capacity building programs such as the ones conducted under this TA can be powerful tools for project preparation and client engagement. The program was instrumental in informing both, ongoing and upcoming operational projects and fostering a close exchange among key Tunisian agencies and administrations, as well as donors, on value chain development and job creation issues. More concretely, the TA has created knowledge and formed teams that are now involved in the implementation of lending operations. Beyond the analytical outputs on the VCs in focus, the process of bringing together teams across multiple agencies with a joint objective and engaging them on real cases (internationally and locally), has been a corner stone in promoting the subsequent institutional reform of creating a dedicated Taskforce to support their common objective of competitiveness-reinforcement and job-creation. The impact of collaboration across multiple agencies could further be leveraged by ensuring that future taskforces are composed such that recommendations stemming out the value chain development training program could go further to assign roles and responsibilities to MDAs and other actors for identified action points, providing a thought-starter for future implementation.

Additionally, future TAs could further integrate and deepen the two components with a jobs lens in lagging regions. The survey component could be tailored to the respective VC analytics conducted under a CRI, and help: i) validate perceptions and alleged facts of the VCs and verify the gaps identified through the strategic market segmentation; ii) inform what can be done to surmount constraints identified; and iii) assess the possible impacts of policy interventions for growth and better job creation. To systematize and scale up this approach, governments’ specialized agencies for empirical and quantitative work (e.g. INS, ITCEQ in the case of Tunisia) could receive dedicated capacity building and resources to conduct or supervise these informative surveys. They could do so in close coordination with the work of agencies engaged in reinforcing the competitiveness of value chains or clusters (e.g. the Taskforce in this case).

Under this TA, the survey instrument for Tunisia was only developed during the project runtime and not closely integrated in the capacity building program. While the capacity building work informed the survey design, the two perspectives have substantive complementarities that could be further exploited. Going forward projects that follow this TA’s approach could fully engage the participants and experts engaged in CRIs in the design and analysis of the surveys from the outset.
Box 1: Maintaining the momentum and looking forward: Value Chain Development for Jobs in Lagging Regions in Tunisia

In parallel to the technical assistance documented in this report, four World Bank operations have adopted value chain development activities in Tunisia. The government of Tunisia created a joint “Value chain and cluster development taskforce” to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the support for job creation, enhanced competitiveness, and economic growth in targeted lagging regions.

Institutional structure and organization of the taskforce

The Taskforce brings together a trained team of specialists to leverage an analytically rigorous yet strongly participatory approach. The Taskforce is composed of civil servants from four key Tunisian MSME support agencies (APIA, APII, CEPEX, TIA) as well as two (sub)regional development institutions (ODNO - and ODCO).

Although geographically decentralized, the Taskforce is institutionally hosted within Tunisia’s export promotion center, CEPEX and operates on a multilateral memorandum of understanding of understanding to be signed between the agencies involved before project launch. This memorandum of understanding specifies the governance mode of the Taskforce (its chairman, advisory board, and operations manual), as well as its objectives and performance indicators.

Work methodology and specific activities of the taskforce

Main beneficiaries of the Taskforce’s work are vulnerable farmers, producers, self-employed service providers, and/or micro firms in lagging regions. These groups are typically unable to access higher value-added markets, or achieve higher productivity, due to failures of coordination and information. In order to insure proximity to these beneficiaries, a large part of the Taskforce is decentralized, based in local offices within the targeted lagging regions.

The Taskforce provides a package of support services to beneficiaries including: i) identify and analyze higher value-added markets for targeted products and services; ii) facilitate public-private dialogues (PPDs) to allow champions and motivated players to develop market-based strategies and competitive advantages; iii) identify investments and common services (such as cold chain services and packaging and marketing services) needed to tackle value chain–level market failures, decrease intermediation costs on local MSMEs, and increase their access to strategic market segments with higher value added and returns; and iv) identify policies (via the PPD) that can strengthen the competitiveness of the chain or improve the business climate for the targeted value chains or regions as a whole.

At the time of publication of this report, the Taskforce had already facilitated a structured public private dialogue with olive oil producers in the northwest of Tunisia, prepared a detailed list of needed policy reforms compiled in a ‘white paper for reforms”, elaborated a strategy for gourmet olive oil, and prepared a detailed action plan to implement the strategy. These actions are expected to be implemented by at least two World Bank financed investment projects in Tunisia. This pilot exercise showcases the high-capacity and quality of work the Taskforce could provide on any value chain it would be asked to reinforce or develop in the coming years.
Sustainability of the agenda

By focusing on building the capacity of the Taskforce, this technical assistance has helped provide Tunisia with the capacity to produce solid recommendations for the development of a large number of value chains for job creation going forward. The approach of this activity went beyond a mere analysis with policy recommendations for a selected few value chains derived by a set of experts but to build capacity and have a lasting impact. However, the sustainability of the efforts taken in this activity will depend on keeping and expanding the mandate and funding of the Taskforce.

Tunisia could further reinforce the sustainability of the Taskforce as well as the sustainability of the wider effort of value chain development and job creation. The first step to ensure said sustainability has already been achieved during the conception of the Taskforce: by ensuring that its members remain civil servants (on the payroll of their parent agency), and regulating that arrangement through a government decree, the government mitigated the risks associated with a dependency on recruited consultants. However, the operational costs of the Taskforce (such as logistics, equipment and fees for punctual supporting expertise) remains covered by WBG financed projects in Tunisia. Although it ensures funding of the Taskforce’s operations for 3-5 years, this dependency on World Bank financing could and should be gradually reduced. Two concrete actions could help achieve that:

- Enlarging the range of partners to include other donors active in the value chain and cluster development space in Tunisia (e.g. GIZ, the EU, SECCO, or UNIDO). The enlargement of the scope of partners would not only reduce duplications in funding, but it would also reinforce the efficiency and effectiveness of the taskforce, as well as its credibility towards the private sector. This suggestion could be operationalized either through an umbrella Trust Fund for Value Chain Development for Job creation in Tunisia, or through an interagency agreement between the Taskforce and the leading ministry/agencies of relevant donor-funded projects (e.g. the case with the GIZ funded projects and the Ministry of industry, who are already partners of the Taskforce under such an agreement).

- Enshrining the Taskforce more permanently in one of the MSME development agencies such as CEPEX and integrating its operational costs in the budget of that agency. Multiple agencies, such as CEPEX, are currently undergoing institutional reforms to reinforce their impact; these reforms could examine the possibility of integrating the Taskforce as a permanent body in the agencies, while maintaining the strong accent on inter-agency membership and cooperation.

These two measures are likely to be increasingly and more favorably considered as the Taskforce continues to perform well, identifying critical reforms and investments that boost jobs and competitiveness in Tunisian products and services, and providing a platform for cooperation on value chain development across sectors and projects.
ANNEX

This overview on the approach, impacts, and findings of the World Bank activity ‘Value Chain Development for Jobs in Lagging Regions (P157321)’ is based on four reports that summarize the main outcomes financed under the “Let’s Work Program in Tunisia”, namely:

(i) Deep-dive report on value chain & jobs survey on medicinal and aromatic plants in the north-west region of Tunisia (authors: Michael Weber, Jade Salhab, Sonia Sanchez Quintela, Keratilwe Thebe Tsatsimpe)

(ii) Deep-dive report on value chain & jobs survey on the olive oil value chain in the north-west region of Tunisia (authors: Michael Weber, Jade Salhab, Sonia Sanchez Quintela, Keratilwe Thebe Tsatsimpe)

(iii) Deep-dive report on Findings from the pilot strategic market segmentation on value chains in north-west region of Tunisia (editors: Jade Salhab, Michael Weber, Tindaro Paganini)

(iv) Background report on the value chain and cluster development capacity building program (authors: Henri Varlet, Sonia Sanchez Quintela)
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